
a.rawlings / from The Owls of the North 

THE OWLS OF NORTH 

Snowy Owl. Snowy Owl. Other Snowy Owl. More in former times to show of the 

without. Owl for. Ermine Owl. For white ermine for the it on ermine. Owl. White 

Owl. The White Owl. for this owl. For its White Owl its White Terror of the North 

for its with of the. Is not only the North owl, one of the most owls in the entire. From 

there only two other within its for it. One of these is the Owl, in its, some to the 

Snowy Owl. The Owl, however, is tufts in the Snowy Owl, more the other to some is 

the White is with more. The Willow in its winter the Snowy Owl. In the Snowy Owl 

is white, more or less with see. Rest. The Snowy Owl is most often seen on the or on 

rise (when it to on low of). It very smooth - there tufts, the very. It in the stiffly so 

often the Owls to its well sometimes to the the even lower on the. It sits n ever on its 

the more White. Eyes Vision. The vision of the Snowy Owl is of other North owl, in 

the most. This owl lemon-yellow the eyes set to the of the in other, they will more 

often not they to the or or, to some, or even when the owl its eyes in. 

OWLS HOOT 

Very notes over the mostly the while the is on the. It well swells out its enormously, 

its violently out four hoots, with note: WHOOOO-WHOOOO-WHOOOO-WHOOOO. 

With note of volume. The is often in the of the. Times of the will forth the seems 

to with the of it. These hoots if the owl wishes them to will if they from in the the 

where the is from. Even more is the of this, most often when is the nest or. It is sort 

of with the notes the of the into the WHOOO-uh WHOOO-uh WHOOO-uh WHOOO-uh 

WUH-WUH-WUH-WUHWUHWUH. Not this will or very whistle, shrilly his. If the 

to the is most often. Less often, when the or its it will to of teeth will this with in its. 

One other is worthy of note. It is series of in three numerous times WUFFF-WUFFF 

WUFFF-WUFFF. These the Snowy Owl is most often silent of the. It to mute its. There 

is more Snowy Owls other owl on the North. The white to the of entirely in. The 

the more on the. The very the of will in most often the very. With they to from. The, 

when not white, of on the the of. The of the of the the is for. There is thirty of. See 
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Life. Snowy Owls to for thirty-five in. In the were seventeen. White, with no; more 

often some or or of sometimes with on with to the some on the on these on the will 

more. On will over its entire with lemon-yellow. This is in the is so it entirely soon 

the. The everywhere on the of of feet. Elsewhere it is with sometimes. The uniform to 

sooty, is only on feet. More of the this until the first molt of the first-winter, thirteen 

or fourteen months. Where in the treeless, the Snowy Owl is very shy, while the is 

still. Otherwise it is very, sometimes often if mouse or while the owl is the will in 

utter for hours for the to. Will sometimes of on numerous, for, it to in, there even it 

will how if they is of. It is not for Snowy Owls to of fur- they in for this they not in 

very. The they to enter houses full-hens them two or three times. Flier, the Snowy 

Owl in most is nonetheless to short from one rise in the to. In the these rises. They 

frost- of to in two or three feet the. It is on this owl nests. Territories miles, they not 

themselves it is not for the territories of to. Owl not so, most of its in the north - of 

it in the south - is hours, often when the is. While it on, the Snowy Owl to where 

the Owls without to soon to even on the. When on, this owl its wholly of interest in 

it, this is it is very, for. Its swivels from to it listens. The hint of will it to the with. 

Note, is on when the is in the northern. However, it rise in the roof of low, low tree, 

its is for treeless, moss- well with of it will not in northern where. While now it will 

hunt in the southern, even those it more while is in the shores of. Its most however is 

north of the tree line in where the is not snow, where there is of. 

OWLS' ENEMIES 

Enemies. Is most often when nest, this is more true of the Snowy Owl of the will in 

the. Will often onto the the to lure from the nest. If the refuses to, one or is foes. The 

owl will fly the of the from the will with the severe. Times other the, however, the 

will more often fly from it too to them. Too, in must to the shot will not the unless 

one of the to the eye or. Is the worst enemy of the Snowy Owl. Of these owls hunters 

while the their southern, even in the northern they not entirely. The the owl's of the 

itself for its. The however. One time it for every in the to Snowy Owls. Still them. 

Where enemies, the little to is not the with. Will the nests the of the them off if there 

is in time. to more in their Snowy Owls the four. There even where of will Snowy 

Owl it to. There where Snowy Owl, in the of, the it the owl's with its foot. However. 

Of. Even of the is on for to within or, the owl will sometimes hunt on the in the of 
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the, low to the then swiftly with when is. The owl to hunters from, when or is shot, to 

fly in swiftly, the it the it. It is neither nor swift to the on the (on this), it flushes it it. 

When the flushes, the owl it until it, then flies to the it to. Over over this is until the 

too to flush more, time the owl its. Often the Snowy Owl will on the set for snowshoe. 

Its to the out will the. Fur in steel the owl, in even when the is, for, the owl will on 

the while itself out of. The the even more until the is the the. In its of on, where it sits 

for hours, the will the to the on the the from, the is sometimes the owl in its. It will 

on mouse or. The little is in its, the owl will still. The to the of the the owl will it, its 

it with runs until it the one foot. The owl fly off with it, most often it is to the whole. 

In the the owl will use its more. When fully, the owl on the with the of one or feet. 

The feet, the the flesh. If the owl still one foot free, it use it to the of the. The time it 

will its with reverse to the soon the is the owl its with the. Often fishes hunts. When 

it will lie on with its to the, very low the. The eyes very the seems to it is fish rises, 

the of the owl is to the out with on the fish, it from the. The owl will fish this holes 

in the. Most, if not on the, is the owl in the. For the feet to use the of the to fly while 

more itself is little short of. Snowy Owls to fly with while them in the full-hen their 

own or the owl. One seen it. In of other the of the Snowy Owl. It is one of the most of 

North owl to. The this owl to of moles, snowshoe. To fowl. Short-Owls, Owls, Owls, 

other of. Fish of the owl will the Snowy Owl is to out fish refuse of fresh or not. To 

the of is whole. This is torn to in enormous. Full-snowshoe in few five or. Often the of 

the from. This is true of the who, the, most of the of the, the the of it (without fur or) 

to the owls. In whole, the owl mouths it few times, it to then throws its own the in. 

Often the will times, if its mouth of. 

OWLS MEET 

The often the he. He his he flies if is within, she will. The white flies to where she 

is within few feet of her. Here he in fluffs his, struts (sometimes his he so), often to 

issue his hoots. Is is not, on the where the owls met. It is numerous times for. It is 

the for life, of the more or less in the even. The will return to the to nest if not. Nest. 

Snowy Owls will of if the first is. Is in. This with few of moss, more often not there is 

no. There on where the Snowy Owl the nest of in tree, this so mention is of it only of. 

On, on, or on the or. Times the of will the from. In of, yet this seems to little on their. 
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The of often this too seems to no on the of the owls. On the whole, the Snowy Owl is 

messy nester, refuse in the nest with. Few three there not fewer five. While thirteen, 

it is there more ten. The is from seven to ten. White to white, nest. More those of 

most other owls of this. They. In shell without. In seven out of every ten Snowy Owl 

will few to the of the shell the. This is not yet. The of the of owl in North. On the 

of fifty-nine, they fifty-nine five millimeters in forty-five five millimeters in with of. 

millimeters minimum forty-seven millimeters fifty millimeters minimum forty-one 

millimeters. Of the is forty-one hours, this hours or one. Rule, the to is from fifteen 

to the rest. Twenty-fifth. Thirtieth. Thirteenth. To with the first, some it not until the. 

Term of is of some, with of short or thirty-nine. Most now the of thirty-two or thirty

three. There is to some of the the the of two the. For the most, is the, while the for 

her of most of the of the. Life. The newly white so they their, then only for. However, 

they with the first the of the to sit. This, soon they use their to the their feet in them, 

they to. Will off the from. The from this run three or even four for of or nine. The in 

their white for nine, time the to out the of fluffy sooty. It is on the. The on the of this 

sooty until worn off the movements of the, even it is worn, the first-winter - first the 

wrist of the the eyes, then the new. The sooty, however, is not lost; it the first-winter 

the of the seventh. The to loosely the of summer, the off on their own with the of. 

OWLS WHERE 

In North from northern, northern, northern Ellesmere (Fort), northernmost, to the 

of western to northern, northern Northwest Territories, northern (Fort), northern, 

northern (south to on the west on the). Winter to northern, North, New, southern, 

southern. South southern (Los), Tennessee, South. In. Sometimes the of the Snowy 

Owl is very, mostly it is or even. Is or of. The is every four, this not true. The 

sometimes there will two in, rule when this the is fewer. In some so of the white 

owls into the northern tier of they. They will summer south of their, this follows the 

winter. The will follow the. Some will out to, often they on miles or more from. It is 

lost when they in. The Snowy Owl to in the north sometimes losses to of the of the. 

Sometimes the routes of the of. These, however, well offset the enormous of the owl 

in of, its. The to useful to the of the North who still rely on its flesh for. It is truly it is 

to. In most of North, it is now. 
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